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An algorithm is presented for determining the star height of reset-free vents 
and strictly locally testable vents. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Eggan (1963) posed the problem of determining the star height of regular 
events, and presented regular events of arbitrary star height, which are strictly 
locally testable. McNaughton (1967) established the pathwise homonorphism 
theorem, and presented an algorithm for determining the star height of pure- 
group events. Cohen and Brzozowski (1970), and Cohen (1970, 1971) investigated 
many properties of star height, some of which provide algorithms for determining 
the star height of certain reset-free vents. 
In this paper we obtain an algorithm for determining the star height of reset- 
free events and strictly locally testable events. The class of reset-free vents 
properly contains the class of pure-group events, and it is known that there 
exist strictly locally testable events of arbitrary star height over the two letter 
alphabet (Hashiguchi and Honda, 1976). It turns out that we can reduce the 
problem of determining the star height of any event in our class to the problem 
for a finite set of related star events and their root events. As a corollary we 
present a star event whose star height is equal to that of its root event. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with regular events, regular expressions, 
and finite automata. In this section we present notation and some definitions. 
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Let 27 be a finite nonempty alphabet; 27*, the set of all words over 27; A, the null 
word; 27+, the set of all nonnull words over X; and 4, the empty event. For any 
k ~ 0, 27(k) is the set of words over 27 of length less than or equal to k. For 
w ~ 27", f(w) is the length of w, and #Q the cardinality of the set Q. In this paper 
"regular expressions" use only the operators union (u), concatenation (.), 
and star (*). Let [ E ] be the regular event represented by a regular expression E. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The apparent star height h~(E) of a regular expression E
is defined inductively as follows: 
(1) For a ~ 27, A, and q~, ha(a) = ha(A) = ha(4) = 0. 
(2) h~(E1 U E~) ~ h~(EIE2) = max{h~(E1) , h~(E~)}, and ha(E* ) ~ ha(E) -k 1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The star height h(R) of a regular event R is defined by 
h(R) = min{h~(E) [ E is a regular expression representing R}. 
Let d = (Z', Q, M, S, F )  be a (finite) automaton over an input alphabet 27, 
where Q is the set of states, M is the transition function from Q × (27 k3 {A}) 
to 2 °, and S, F _C Q are the sets of initial states and final states, respectively. 
d is deterministic if M is a (partial) function from Q × X to Q. M is extended 
to Q × 2 x* --~ 2 ° in the usual way. The event accepted by d is denoted by 
R(d) ,  and R(d)  = {w ~27" ] M(S,  w) nF  =/= 4}. When S andF  are irrelevant 
to the context, d is denoted by the triple (Z', Q, M) .  +-~(~¢), or +-+ when no 
ambiguity arises, is the relation of strong connectedness over Q. ~ +-~ (~¢) 
(or ~ +-~ ) is the negation of ~--~(~') ( +-+ ). Thus for any q, q '~  Q, q ~ q' 
iff q' ~ M(q, X*), and q ~ M(q', 27*). d is strongly connected (s.c.) if for any q, 
q' ~ Q, q +-~ q'. A subautomaton of ~¢ is an automaton ~¢a = (27, Q1,11//1) 
such that Q1 _c Q, and for all (q, a) ~ Q1 × (2J u {A}), M~(q, a) C M(q, a) c3 Q1. 
A section of ~l  is a maximal s.c. subautomaton of z~'. A section ~9 v = (27, Q1, 
M~) of ~¢ is trivial if #Q~ = 1, and MI(Q~ , X) = ~,. For Q1 c Q, ~ - [Q~] 
is the maximal subautomaton of ~¢ whose set of states is Q --  Q1 • Q(d)  is 
the set of states of ~¢. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The (cycle) rank r(~¢) of an automaton d is defined 
inductively as follows: 
(1) I f  all sections of ~¢ are trivial, then r (d )  = 0. 
(2) If d has a nontrivial section, then r (d )  = max{min{r (~-  [q])[ 
q ~ Q(~)} I ~9~ is a nontrivial section of z~¢} + 1, where if Q(~9 v) = {q}, then 
r ( (~)  - [q]) = 0. 
Any q ~ Q is a rank center of d if r (d )  = r (d  - -  [q]) + 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any automaton d,  r (d )  = max{r(5 ~) I 5~ is a section of~¢}. 
Eggan (1963) established the following theorem. 
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Eggan's theorem. For any regular event R, h(R)= min(r (~)  I za¢ is an 
automaton accepting R}. 
By Eggan's theorem, we assume the following (1), (2), and (3) in the rest 
of the paper. 
(1) For any automaton ~/ = (2, Q, M, S, F )  and q ~ Q, q ~ M(S,  X*), 
and M(q, X*) n F ~ ¢. 
(2) qa is a special symbol such that for any automaton ~,  qd ~ Q(~¢). 
(3) For any automaton ~¢-  (27, Q, M}, M a is the function from 
(~ U {qa}) × (Z U (h}) to 2 °v{q~} such that for all a e 27 k) {h}, and q e Q kJ {qa}, 
if M(q, a) :/: ¢, then Me(q, a) = M(q, a); otherwise Ma(q, a) = {qa}. dYla is 
extended to 2 °U(qa} × 2 ~* --> 2 °(Uqa} in the usual way. 
For any automaton ~2' = (Z, Q, M}, and t, t' _C O, we define d ( t ,  t') = 
{w~Z*  ] for each qEt ,  M(q,w)  C~t' :/:~}, and d( t ,  t', U) ={w~2J* l  for 
some q ~ t, M(q, w) (3 t' 5~ ¢}. For a regular event R C 27", d [R]  is the reduced 
automaton accepting R, and R + = R* --  {A}. For R1, Re, R 3 C_ Z*, RI\R2, 
R1/R2, and RI\R2/R ~ are the events, {y ~X*[xy  ~ R 2 for some x ~ R~}, 
{x ~ X* ] xy ~ R~ for some y ~ Re}, and {y ~ 27* I xyz ~ R~ for some x ~ R~, and 
z ~ R~}, respectively. A regular event R _C 22* is a star event if R = R*. For 
a star event R _C X*, we define the root (event) of R, root(R) = R --  (R+) ~. 
Note that R = (root(R))*. 
THEOREM 2.1. (Cohen and Brzozowski, 1970). For any regular event 
R C Z*', and R~, R e C Z*, h(R~\R/R2) ~ h(R). 
COROLLARY 2.1. For any deterministic automaton x~" = (~, Q, M)  and q, 
q' E Q, if q +-+ q', then h(d(q, q)) =- h(xJ(q', q)). 
Proof. Assume q '= M(q, w), and q-  M(q', w') for w, w'~2:*.  Then 
~¢(q, q) =- w'\d(q' ,  q), and ~4(q', q) = w\s~'(q, q). By the theorem the result 
follows. 
For a deterministic automaton s~ ¢ = (2, Q, M) ,  we define 2:~(~¢)=- 
{a 6 Z[  for all q ~ Q, M(q, a) J: q~, and iVl(q, a) ~ M(Q -- {q}, a)}, and Z1(d  ) = 
{a62:1 for all q~Q,  M(q,a)  =¢,  or M(q, a) ¢ M(Q -- {q}, a)}. Clearly 
Z~(d)  __C_ Z1(d  ). A regular event R _C Z* is (1) a pure-group event, and (2) a 
reset-free vent if (1) Z' z 2J~(~C[R]), and (2) X = Zs(d[R]),  respectively. 
Let k >/ 1 be an integer. For w ~ Z* of length >/k, Lk(w), Re(w), and Ik(w ) 
are the initial segment of w of length k, the terminal segment of w of length k, 
and. the set of interior segment of w of length k, respectively, k(w) is the set, 
Ie(w ) ~3 {Lk(w), R~(w)}. I f  f(w) < k, k(w) = ¢. For R _C Z*, define Lk(R) = 
{Lk(w ) ] w e R n ZkZ*}, Re(R ) = {R~(w) I w ~ R n Z'~Z*}, and Ie(R ) = 
{x ~ Ie(w ) I w E R n ZI~Z*}. R C Z* is strictly k-testable if for all w e Z* of 
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length ) k, w e R iff Lk(w) eLk(R), [k(w) C_ [k(R), and Rk(w) c Rk(R ). R C X* 
is strictly locally testable if it is strictly k-testable for some k ) 1. 
In the rest of this section, let R C 27* be regular, and ~ = (Z, Q, M, {~}, F )  
the reduced automaton accepting R. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A problem on d is a triple (t, Ro, t') such that t, t' C Q, 
R o _C d( t ,  t'), and R o is regular. T(~') is the set of problems on ~¢. For each 
(t, R o , t') ~ T(~) ,  define the solution r~(t, Ro, t') by 
rm(t, Ro, t') -= min{r(~¢o) ] ~¢o is an automaton and R o C R(d)  C d( t ,  t')) 
An automaton d o is (1) a candidate, and (2) a proper candidate for (t, Ro, t') c 
T (d )  if (1) R o C_ R(~o) C_ d ( t ,  t'), and (2) R o C_ R(do) C_ d ( t ,  t'), and r(s¢o) = 
r~(t, Ro, t'), respectively. 
The following lemma connects the problem of determining h(R) to the 
problem of determining r~(t, Ro , t') for (t, Ro , t') ~ T(xt). 
LEMMA 2.2. h(R) = r~(¢, R, F). 
LEMMA 2.3. For all (t, Ro, t'), (tl ,  R~, tl) c T (d ) ,  
(1) rm(t, Ro , t') = 0 iff R o is finite; 
(2) i f  t = t l ,  and t' = t[, then (t, R o k) R1, t') G T (~) ,  and rm(t, 
R o U R1, t') = max{r~n(t , Ro, t'), rm(t, R1, t')}; 
(3) i f  t' C tl , then (t, RoR1, t[) ~ T (d) ,  and r~,(t, RoR1, t~) ~ max{r~n(t, 
Ro, t'), rm(tl, R1, t'l)}; 
(4) i f  t = t', then (t, R*o, t) c T (d ) ,  and r~(t, R*o, t) ~ r~(t, Ro , t) -~- 1. 
The following definition will be used to check whether or not an arbitrary 
automaton d 0 is a candidate for some (t, R0, t') ~ T (d) .  
DEFINITION 2.5. For any automaton 5J o = (X, Qo, 21'/o, So, Fo} and t _C O, 
/'[~¢, do ,  t] is the mapping from Qo to the power set of Q k) {qa} such that 
for all q ~ Qo, / ' [d ,  5a¢o, t](q) = Me(t , ~¢o(So, q, U))" 
LEMMA 2.4. For any automaton do ,  q, q '~ Q(do) , and t, t 'C  Q, 
/'[24, do ,  t](q')D Ma(F[d,  ~¢o, t](q), ~o(q; q')). 
Definition 2.5 and Lemma 2.4 are explained as follows: _r'[5~', do ,  t](q) is 
the set of states in Q • {qe} to which ~¢ moves from some state in t C Q by Me 
reading some word in do(So, q, 0)- Here, o~¢o(SO, q 0)  is the set of words by 
which d o moves from some 6 o ~ S o to q. Lemma 2.4 asserts that the set of states 
in Q u {qe} to which d moves from some state in t _C Q by Me reading some 
words in ~o(So, q', 1)) includes Me(I ' [~,  ZOo, t](q), ~o(q, q')) for any q c Q. 
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3. THE STAR HEIGHT OF RESET-FREE EVENTS 
In this section we obtain an algorithm for determining the star height of 
reset-free events. Throughout his section, let R _CZ* be reset-free, and 
d = (27, Q, M, {~}, F )  the reduced automaton accepting R. T is the set of 
problems on d .  K is the syntactic semigroup of R, and c~ the homomorphism 
mapping Z* onto K such that for all v, w ~ Z*, o~(v) = a(w) iff for all q ~ Q, 
M(q, v) -= M(q, w). Let M(,) be the "reverse" transition function from Z* × 2 ° 
to 2 ° such that for all w ~ Z* and t C_ Q, M(~)(w, t) = {q ~ Q [ M(q, w) ~ t}. 
For all w~Z*,  we define Q(w)= {q~ Q[M(q ,  w)~ ¢}, and M[w] is the 
function from Q(w) to M(Q, w) such that for all q ~ Q(w), M[w](q) = M(q, w). 
LEMMA 3.1. For all w ~ Z*, if Q(w) ~ c}, then M[w] is bijective. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on g(w). If f(w) ~ 1, the lemma is obvious. 
If w = w' a, w' ~ X +, a ~ Z, and Q(w) =/= ¢, then Q(w'), Q(a) ~ ¢, and for any 
q, q' ~ Q(w) with q ~ q', M[w](q) = M(q, w'a) = M(M(q, w'), a) = M[a] 
(M[w'l(q)) =/= M[a](M[w'](q')) = M[w](q', w), where the inequality follows 
by the inductive hypothesis. This implies that M[w] is bijective. 
COROLLARY 3.1. For all v, w ~ Z*, and t, t', t" C_ Q, 
(1) i f  Ma(t, v) = Ma(t' , v), and qa¢ Ma(t, v), then t = t'; 
(2) i f  Ma(t, v) C t', and Ma(t' , w) C t, then ~t  = #t' ,  Ma(t , v) = t', and 
Ma(t' , w) = t; 
(3) i f  Ma(t', w) = t", and Me(t , vw) = t", then Ma(t, v) = t'. 
DEFINITION 3.1. w~Z* is identity-like (w.r.t. (d))  if for all q~ Q(w), 
M(q, w) =- q. [K~] is the set of identity-like words in Z*(w.r.t. (d)). 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists an integer e >/ 1 such that for all w ~ Z*, w e is 
identity-like. 
Proof. We shall define a mapping/3 from Q × Z* to the set, {i[ i is an 
integer, and 1 ~ i ~< #Q}. Let (q, w) 6 Q × z*. Let i >/0 and j /> 1 be the 
smallest integers such that M(q, w i) = M(q, wi+5). If M(q, w i) = ¢, put 
/3(q, w) = i. Otherwise put/3(q, w) z j. Note that in the latter case, M(q, w i) = 
M(q, w TM) = M(M(q, wJ), w~), and q -- M(q, w j) by Corollary 3.1. Consider 
the set B = {/3(q, w) I (q, w) ~ Q × Z*}. Clearly #B ~< #Q. Let e be the least 
common multiple of all integers in B. Then the lemma follows. 
In the rest of this section, edenotes the integer defined in the preceding lemma. 
The following lemma, which resembles Theorem 4 in McNaughton (1967), 
presents certain deterministic properties of transitions in nondeterministic 
automata. 
643[4o/3-3 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let t, t' C_C_ Q, and ~¢o = (27, Qo, Mo,  So, Fo) be an automaton. 
Then R(~o) C~'( t ,  t') iff for all q, q' ~ Qo, the following (1), (2), and (3) hold, 
where/ '  =/ ' [ . .d ,  S#'o, t]: 
(1) q~ ¢ r(q); 
(2) i f  q ~Fo, then l"(q) C t'; 
(3) for any v, w ~ ~*, i f  v ~ ~o(q, q'), and w ~ ~¢o(q', q), then F(q') - -  
Ma(I'(q), v) = M(~)(w, l"(q)), and #I'(q) = #F(q'). 
Proof. It is easy to see that R(~¢'0)C~(t, ') iff (1)and (2) hold. Assume 
that R(~o) _C ~¢(t, t'), v ~ ~o(q, q'), and w ~ ~o(q', q) for q, q' ~ Qo, and v, 
w ~27". Then (3) follows from (1), Ma(I'(q), v )C  T'(q'), Ma(F(q'), w)C  F(q), 
and Corollary 3.1. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let ~o = (27, Qo, Mo, {~o}, Fo) be a deterministic auto- 
maton. 
(1) For each w e R(do), the section-wise transition of w in do is a sequence, 
s.w. (w, do) = (q~l, xa, q~2, a~ ,..., a~_~, q~,  x~, q~a), such that (i) m >/ 1, 
qn = ~o, q~2 ~F, and w = xlalx2 "'" a~_lx~, and (ii) for i = 1,..., m, and 
j = 1,..., m --  1, qa,  q~2 E Qo, q~ +-+ q~, q~ -= Mo(qa, x~), q~ -7 ~ q~+m, 
a~- ~ 2J, and qJ+l,1 = Mo(q~, a~). s.w.(w, Qo, ~¢o) is the sequence, (qlt, q~,  q~l, 
qzz ,..., qmi , q~)" 
(2) A complete subevent of s~' o is an event, R 0 = HIalH ~ "'" am_aHm, 
such that for some w ~ R(~o), s.w.(w, ~¢/o) = (qa~, x~, qlu, a~ .... , qm-~, q~l , 
x~, q~), and Hi = ~(q~,  q,~) c~ [X,] ~-~(~i) for i = 1 .... , m. s.w.(Ro, ~o) 
is the sequence, (q~ , a(x~), qx~, a~ ,..., am-z, q~x , a(x~), q~z). C¢(~o) is the set 
of complete subevents of ~o .  
LEMMA 3.4. For any reduced automaton do ,  Cf(~o) is finite, and R(s]o) = 
{~ ~ Ro I Ro ~ c,.(,.do)}. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let d o = (~P, Qo, Mo, {~o}, Fo) be a deterministic auto- 
maton, , R o e Cy(~o), and s.w.(R o , do) = (qn, a(x~), q12, a~,..., am-l,  q~,, 
c~(x~), q~s). Let ~41 = (Z, Q1, M1, $1, F1) be an automaton. A sequence, 
(ql ,..-, q~) a (Q1) ~, is a complete sequence of~¢ 1w.r.t,(R o , do) if (1) there exist 
z o ~ [K~], zm a [K/] c~-la(xm)[K1], and zi ~ [K/]" o~-la(xi) • [K1]" ai" [KI] for 
i = 1,..., m --  1 such that q~ ~ M~(S1, Zo), M~(qm, z,,) n F~ v~ ¢, and qi+l 
Ml(qi , zi) for i ---- 1,..., m --  1, and (2) for each i = 1,..., m, and w ~ do(qi 1 , qil), 
xwy ~ ~¢'l(q~, qi) (3 [/(71] for some x e [K1], and y ~ 27*. 
The following 1emma resembles the lemma to Theorem 6 in McNaughton 
(1967). 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let t, t' C Q, d o = (Z, Qo, Mo, (%}, Fo) be a deterministic 
automaton, R(~o) C ~(t ,  t'), R o ~ Ce(s]o), and d l  = (Z, Q1, M1, S~, F1) be 
a candidate for (t, R(do), t') E T. Then there exists a complete sequence of ~ 
w.r.t(Ro, do). 
Proof. We shall construct a complete sequence of ~¢1 w.r.t. (Ro, do). Let 
s.w. (Ro, &~'o) = (q11, c~(x,), q12, al ,..', a~,-1, q,~l, c~(x,n), q~2), and xj 
~do(q~l,q~2) for j=  1,...,m. For each i />0,  and j=  1 .... ,m, define B~j = 
{v ~ do(q~  , q~l) l {(v) <~ i}. B~ is finite. Put zi3-= (v~)~(v2) ~ "'" (vk) ~, where 
B~-= {vl, v~ .... , v~}. We note that for each v~B~,  z~ = xvy for some 
x ~ [KI], and y ~2" .  Now put z~ = (zi~)~x~al "" a,~_~(z~)~x,~, where 
n = #Q1-  Then s.w. (zi,  ~'o) = (qn, (Zil)nXl, qa~, al ,..., am-i, qma , (zim)nx*a, 
q~z), and zi e R 0 _C R(~l).  Consider the transitions induced by zi in oCi. Since 
t t ! 
n- - - - -#Qi ,  there exists a sequence, (q~i, qi~ ,..., qlm)e (Q1)% such that 
t t t ! 
g~/~(S~, qil, U) (3 [K1] @ ¢, ~l(qim, /71) 0 ([Kl]Xm) @ 4, ~l(qi~, qij+l) ~ 
([K,] x~a~[K,]) =/= ¢ for j = 1,..., m --  1, and ~¢~(q;~ , q;~) r3 (z~)+ =/= ¢ for 
t t t k = 1 .... , m. Put 6( i )= (qi~, qiz,..., qi~). Consider the infinite sequence, 
6(0), 6(1), 6(2),.. .  Since m and n are finite, there exists 6(i) which appears 
infinitely many times in the sequence, 6(0), ~(1), 6(2) ..... It  is easy to see that 
6(i) is a complete sequence of ~1 w.r.t. (Ro, ~o), which completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 3.4. An automaton d o = (2,  Qo, 17/o, So, Fo) is a subset 
automaton of d if (1) Q0 _c 2 o, (2) d 0 is deterministic, (3) #S o = #F o = 1, 
(4) for all q, q' e Qo and a e ~, Mo(q, a) = q' only if Ma(q, a) C _ q', and (5) for 
all w, w' ~ R(~o), s.w. (w, Qo, ~o) = s.w. (w', Qo, do). It  is a complete subset 
automaton o ld  if it is a subset automaton of d ,  and for So -~ {6o}, andFo ~ {fo}, 
6 ~ 6o, and fo _CF. Let s.a. (~¢), and c.s.a. (~)  be the sets of subset automata 
and complete subset automata of d ,  respectively. For any C C c.s.a. (~) ,  
define R(C) = {w ~ R(do) I do ~ C}, and r(C) = max{r(do) I do ~ C}. 
LEMMA 3.6. For any d o ~ c.s.a. (d) ,  R(do) C R. 
We are now ready to state an algorithm for determining the star height of reset-free 
events. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. For a reset-free vent R C_ Z*, and the reduced automaton 
d accepting R, 
h(R) = min{r (C)  I C C c.s.a. (d ) ,  and R(C) = R}. 
We can determine the right side of the equation by constructing all finitely 
many complete subset automata of ~¢, determining their rank, and obtaining 
the events accepted by them. In the rest of this section, we shall prove the 
correctness of the algorithm. Clearly h(R) <~ min{r(C) I C _C c.s.a. (~) ,  and 
R(C) = R}. We shall prove that the converse of the inequality also holds. 
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LEMMA 3.7. For  any  ag o = (Z,  Qo , Mo , {t}, {t'}) ~ s.a. (~) ,  i f  J:~t ~- /:~t', 
t~n r (~)  = r,~(t, R (~) ,  r).  
Proof. Clearly r~(t, R(do) , t') ~ r(~¢o). We shall prove that r~(t, R(do)  , t') >/ 
r(do) by induction on r~(t, R(do), t'). I f  r~(t, R(do) , t') = 0, then the inequality 
is obvious. Assume r~(t, R(do)  , t') > O. Let R o e Cs(~¢o) , and s.w. (Ro, ~¢o) = 
(q11, °~(xl), qJ2, al ..... a.,~-l , q~l , a(x,~), q~,~). Let ~ = ( I ,  Q , ,  M1, $1, F1) 
be a proper candidate for (t, R(do) , t'). By Lemma 3.5, there exists a complete 
sequence, (ql, q2 ,..., q,n) e (Oa) m o f~ w.r.t. (Ro, d0). Let Yoi = (Z,  Qoi, Moi), 
and ~9°1i = {X, Ql i ,  M~i) be the sections of ~¢0 and ~/1 such that qil ~ Qoi, 
and qi c Qli for i = 1,..., m. Now it will suffice to show that r(SPoi) <~ r(5~li) 
for i = 1,..., m. Let q~ ~ Qli be a rank center of ~1i. Let /" = -P[d, z~¢1, t]. 
By Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 3.5, one can see that I~(qi) = qil C Q. Put t o = 
/~(q~). Let s.a. (5P0i, to) be the set of automata which belong to s.a. (d ) ,  and are 
subautomata of 5P0i - -  [to]. Clearly r(5~oi) <~ max{r(d2) I d~ e s.a. (SPoi, to) } -k 1. 
To  complete the proof, we shall show that for each d~ ~ s.a. (5Poi, t0), r(de) ~< 
r (SP l i -  [q'i]). (Note that r(5~i) = r(SP~i-  q;]) -k 1). Let ~¢2 = (X, Q, ,  Ms ,  
{tl} , {@) e s.a. (~0i ,  to). Let ~ i -  [q;] =- (2,  Oa, Ma). Define S a = 
{q" e Qa ] V(q") = h}, and F a -~ {q" e Oa 1 F(q") = t2}. Let a~¢ a = (27, Qa, Ms ,  
Sa, Fa). By Corollary 3.1, and Lemma 3.3, one can see that R(4  ) _C R(aga) _C 
&g(tl, tz). Thus r~(t l ,  R(~) ,  t2) ~ r(da) ~ r(~9°~i --  [q~]). By the inductive 
hypothesis, r(~4=) ~< r~(ta, R(ag2) , t2). Hence r (~)  ~< r (~ -- [q'~]), completing 
the proof of the lemma. 
To complete the proof of correctness of Algorithm 3.1, we shall show that 
h(R) >~ min{r(C) I C _C c.s.a. (ag), and R(C) = R}. Let a¢~ = (X, Q~, M, ,  S~, 
F~) be a proper candidate for (~, R, F). Thus r(~/~) ----_ h(R), and R(~)  = R. 
It will suffice to show that for each R 0 ~ C~(d), there exists ag o ~ c.s.a. (d )  such 
that R o C R(~¢o) , and r(~¢o) ~< r (~) .  Let Ro ~ C~(~¢), and s.w. (Ro, z~¢) = 
(ql~, c~(x~), q~z , a~ ,..., am~_~ , qm, , ~(xm), q~2) with x i ~ d~(qil , qi~) for i = 1,..., m. 
In the following we shall construct some ~¢o ~ c.s.a. (~¢) such that R o C R(~¢0) , 
and r(~o) ~< r (~) .  By Lemma 3.5, there exists a complete sequence, (ql ..... q~) 
(Q~)% of ~ w.r.t. (R0, ~¢). For each i = 1 .... , m, let 5~i = (X, Qio, Mio), 
and 5~1 i = (Z,  Q~i, M~i) be the sections of ~¢ and ~ such that qi~ ~ Qio, and 
qi ~ Qa~. Let / "  be the function F[~' ,  ~¢~, ~]. Put t~ ~ l"(qi) for i ~ 1,.., m. By 
definition of -P, it is easy to see that qia ~ ti • Let S~0i be the automaton, (X,  Qoi, 
Moi , {ti} , {t;}), such that Qoi ~ {t c Q [ t ~ M( t i ,  v) for some q ~ Qio, and 
v ~ z~C(qil , q)}, t£ = M(t i ,  xi), and for each q, q' ~ Qoi and a ~ X, Moi(q, a) = q' 
iff M(q, a) = q'. It is easy to see that 5~oi~s.a. (~¢), and ~/(qi , qiz) n 
[KI] ~-~(x~) C_ R( 5~o~ ) C_ ~¢(t~, t',) by Corollary 3.1, and Lemma 3.3. Moreover 
we have r(5~o~) ~< r(~¢~) as explained below. Define Si = {q ~ Q~i [ F(q) = t~}, 
and F~ = {q ~ Q~ I F(q) = t'i}. Let ~ i  = (Z', Q~i, M~,  S~, F~). By Corollary 
3.1, and Lemma 3.3, R(~i )  C _ a l ( t i ,  t£). One can see that a~/~i is a candidate for 
(t i ,  R(~oi), t~) as follows. Consider any w e R(~i ) .  Since ~ i  is strongly 
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connected, M(t£, v )= ti for some v~2* .  Then M(qi l ,  (wv) ~) = qil. By 
Corollary 3.1, and Lemma 3.3, one can see that R(Sf0~ ) _C R(~I~). Thus r.,~(t¢, 
R(.Yoi), t;) <~ r(sdai ) ~ r (~) .  By Lemma 3.7, r( 'J0~ ) ~< r(ozKQ. 
Now consider any Qoi and Q0J for 1 ~< i < j ~< m. Let t ~ Q0i and t' ~ QoJ. 
It  is easy to see that for some qio ~ Qio, and v ~ Z*, qio ~ t, M(t, v) C t', and 
q~o ~ ~ M(q~o , v). It t ~- t', then M(t, v ~) = t', and M(q~o , v ~) = q~o , which 
is a contradiction to qio ~ +-~ M(qio, v). Thus Q0i n Q0J = ¢. Now it is easy 
to see that one can construct 5~' 0 ~ c.s.a. (~¢) such that r(5¢0) ~ h(R), and 
R o _C R(sdo) by a series connection of 5~0~, 5¢[al], 5fo2, ~'[az],..., ~¢'[a,,_~], and 
~0,~ in the obvious manner. This completes the proof of Algorithm 3.1. 
Lemma 3.7 provides the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. (McNaughton (1967), Cohen (1970)). / f  #F-  1, then 
h(e) = r (~) .  
Remark 3.1. One can alternatively prove r(SPli ) >/r(Sf0i) for i = 1,..., m 
in the above proof using the pathwise homomorphism theorem in McNaughton 
(1967). 
Remark 3.2. It is known that there exists a regular event R such that h(R) < 
min{r(C) I C ~ c.s.a. (d[R])  and R(C) = R}. (See Example 6.3 in Cohen and 
Brzozowski (1970)). 
Remark 3.3. Cohen (1970) presented the hollowing theorem. Let R CZ*  
be a regular event with the finite intersection property, i.e., for all x, y ~ Z*, 
x\R =y\R ,  or x\R n y \R is finite. Then h(R) = r(~/[R]). 
One can alternatively prove that h(R) ~- r(~'[R]) as follows. We may assume 
that h(R) > 0. Let ~¢[R] = ~ = <Z', Q, M, {o}, F>. Put k = max{d(w) i w 
x \Rny\R  for some x, y~ w.  with x\R @y\R}+ 1. For each wcRT~(R), 
there exists a unique state q(w) ~ Q such that M(q(w), w) c F, and let ~[w]  
be the automaton, (Z, Q(w), M(w), {o}, {q(w)}>, where Q(w) = {q ~ Q [ ~(q ,F )  c~ 
Z'*w =/= ¢}, and M(w) is the restriction of M to Q(w) x Z ~ O(w). One can 
see that (1) ~4[w] is reset-free, (2) ~[w]  = ~¢[R/w], (3) r (d )  = max{r(-g[w]) ] 
w ~ R~(R)}, and (4) R - -  Z(k --  1) = (R/wl)" w~ k9 ." ~ (R/w~). w,~, where 
R~(R) = {w~ ,..., w,~}. Then h(R) = max{h(R/w) ] w ~R~(R)} by (4) and 
Theorem 2.1, and r (~)  = max{h(R/w) I w ~ RT~(R)} by (1), (2), (3) and Corollary 
3.2. Hence h(R) --- r(~¢). 
4. THE STAR HEIGHT OF STRICTLY LOCALLY TESTABLE EVENTS 
In this section we obtain an algorithm for determining the star height of strictly 
locally testable vents. We first present an alternative characterization of strictly 
locally testable vents. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let k ~> 0 be an integer. A regular event R C 27* is k-reset 
if for all x, y ~ 27* and w ~ Z ~, xw\R, yw\R 56 ¢ implies xw\R = yw\R. An 
automaton s J  = (27, Q, M, S, F )  is k-reset if it is deterministic, and for any 
w ~ 27~, #M(Q,  w) ~< 1. A regular event (an automaton) is reset if it is k-reset 
for some k ~> 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any k >~ 0, and any regular event R C_ X*, the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) R is k-reset. 
(2) ~[R]  is k-reset. 
(3) R is accepted by some k-reset automaton. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. R C_ 27* is reset iff it is strictly locally testable. 
The proposition follows from the following two lemmata. 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  R C_X* is k-reset for some k >/0, then it is strictly (h + 1)- 
testable. 
Pro@ Let R _C Z* be k-reset, and ~ = (27, Q, M, {~}, F )  = ~¢[R]. Let 
w ~ Z'k+lX*. If  w c R, then LT~+j(w ) eLe+l(R), R~+~(w) ~Rk+I(R), and Ik+l(w) C_ 
I~+~(R) by definition. Conversely let Lk+l(w) eL~+I(R), R~+l(W ) E RI~+I(R), and 
Ii~+~(w ) C/~+I(R ). Assume that ~(w) > k @ 2. (In case ~(w) ~< h ~- 2, the 
argument is similar). Let w = wlala2 ... a~,  w 1 e 27k+~, m ) 2, and ai E 27 for 
i = 1,..., m. Put qo = Me(°, wl), and qi = Ma(~, Wad1 ""ai)  for i = 1,..., m. 
Since LT~+~(w ) ELe+~(R), qo ~ qa. Let wl = bw'x, b e 27, and Wl ~ ~.  Then 
w[a~ ~I~+~(R). Since ~¢ is k-reset, M(Q, w'~a~) = M(M(Q,  w[), al) = 
{M(qo, al) } ----- {qt} and qt 56 qa • By the same arguments, qz ..... q~ v 6 qa. Since 
Re+~(w) ~ R~+~(R), and ~ '  is k-reset, it follows that M(Q, R~+~(w)) = {q~} _CF. 
Hence w ~ R, completing the proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  R C_ Z* is strictly k-testable for some k ~ 1, then it is (k @ 1)- 
reset. 
Proof. Assume that R C 27* is strictly k-testable. Let x, y ~ 2J*, w ~ 27~+1, 
and xw\R, yw\R 56 ¢. Let z ~ xw\R. Then xwz ~ R. Since yw\R 56 ¢, ywz o ~ R 
for some z 0 E 27*. Then L~(ywz) = L~(ywzo) eLk(R), Rk(ywz) -~ Rk(xwz) E 
R~(R). Moreover I~(ywz) = [k(yw) t3 IT~(wz) C_ fk(R). Thus ywz ~ R, and 
xw\R C yw\R. Similarly yw\R C xw\R. Hence xw\R ~ yw\R, completing the 
proof. 
Remark4.1. For any k /> 1, (01k- lu  lk-10) is k-reset, but not strictly 
k-testable since 01~-10 ¢ (01 k-t t3 le-10). Conversely (0 e k3 0 ~+1) is strictly 
k-testable, but not k-reset. 
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For any w = aid 2 "'" am ~ Z +, ai ~ 27 for i = 1,..., m, w r is the reverse of w, 
w r ---- a~a~_~ "" a 1 . ;~r = 1. For any R C 27", R r = {w r I w ~ R}. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If R C Z* is h-reset for some k >1- O, then R r is k-reset. 
Proof. Let ~¢[R] = ~¢----(Z, Q, M, (o},F}, and R be k-reset. Let x, 
y ~ Z*, w e 27~, and R/wx, R/wy =/: q~. Let z ~ R/wx. Then zwx ~ R. Since 
R/wy ~ ¢, ZoWy ~ R for some z o ~ 27*. Since R is k-reset, {M(~, zwy)} = 
M(~, wy) ---- {M(o, ZoWy)} C F. Thus z ~ R/wy, and R/wx C_ R/wy. Similarly 
R/wy C R/wx, completing the proof. 
The following lemma reduces the problem of determining the star height of 
strictly k-testable vents to the problem of (k - -  1)-reset events. 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  R C_ Z* is strictly k-testable for some h ~ 1, then (1) Z\R/Z  
is (k --  1)-reset, and (2) h(R) = h(ZIR/Z). 
Proof. Let R _C Z* be strictly h-testable, and R o = Z\R/Z.  
(1) Let x, y~S* ,  w~Z ~-l, and xw\Ro, yw\Ro ~ O. Let zexw\R  o. 
Then for some a, b ~ Z, axwzb ~ R. Since yw\R o 4= 4, a'ywz'b' E R for some 
a', b' ~ Z, and z' E Z*. Consider a'ywzb. It is easy to see thatL~(a'ywzb) ~L~(R), 
R~(a'yw~b) ~ R~(R), and I~(a'yw~b) - -  h(yw) V h(w~) _C In(R). Then  ~ ~ yW\Ro, 
and xw\R o C_ yw\R  o . Similarly yw\R o C_ xw\R o . Thus xw\R o -- yw\R o . 
(2) By Theorem 2.1 what must be proved is that h(R) <. h(Z\R/S).  
Clearly R = (R c~ Z(2h + 1)) u (R -- Z(2k + 1)), and h(R) = h(R - 2(2k + 1)) 
since R c3Z(2k + 1) is finite. We shall prove that h(R-  Z(2k-6  1)) 
h(Z\R/Z). Let 27 X 27 = {(al, bl),... , (am, b,~)), and 27~+~ × 27~÷~ = {(x~, 9'1),..., 
(x~, y,~)}. Then Z\R/Z  = a~\R/b~ k) ". k) a~\R/b~, and R -- Z(2k + 1) = 
x~(xt\R/y~)y 1 u .'. w x~(x~\R/y~)y~. Now it will suffice to show that for any x, 
y ~ Z ~+~, h(x\R/y) ~ h(Z\R/27). Let x, y ~ 27k+~, x = ax', y = y'b, and a, b E 27. 
Then x\R/y = {z ~ Z* I x' zy' ~ a\R/b} = {z ~ 27* I x'zy' ~ Z+\R/27+}, and 
a\R/b C_ Z \R /Z  C 27+\R/Z +. Then 
xiR/ y = {z ~ 27" i x' zy' ~ 2\R/27} ---- x' \(ZIR/Z)/ y'. 
By Theorem 2.1, the result follows. 
In the rest of this section we shall present an algorithm for determining 
the star height of reset events. Let R _C 27* be h-reset, and ~¢ ---- <Z, Q, M,  (~}, 
F )  ~ ~¢[R]. I f  k = 0, then R = q~, or R = 27o* for some 27 0 C 27, and it is easy 
to determine h(R). We assume that h >/ 1. For each q e Q, define 27(k, q) = 
{w ~ Z ~ I M(Q, w) = {q}}. For any automaton ~¢o ---- (27, Oo, Mo, So, Fo}, 
define R[~¢o] = R((Z, Qo, Mo, Qo, Qo}). We note that RiCo] = 27*\R(~Co)/Z*. 
LEMMA 4.4. For any section 5¢ of ~¢, q, q' ~ Q(5¢), and any' subautomaton 
do of d ,  i f  5 a is a subautomaton of do ,  then h(R(ddo) ) ~ h(d(q, q')). 
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Proof. Ifh(~/(q, q')) = 0, the assertion is obvious. Assume that h(d(q, q')) >/ 
1, and 5 p is a subautomaton ofs/o . Let d o -~ ~£', Qo, Mo, So, Fo). Then there 
exist x, y~zUkZ *, qo~So,  and ql~Fo such that q ~ Mo(qo , x), and ql 
Mo(q' , y). Let 2(h, q') ~ {vl, v~ ..... vn) , and for each v ~ Z(k, q'), define 
Ro(v ) -~ (x\R(~Co)/vy) • v. By Theorem 2.1, it will suffice to show that 
5~(q ,  qr)  __ ~ ' (k  - -  1) = Ro(~l )  I j  .-- V Ro(Vn). 
One can see that 
~¢(q, q') - -  Z'(h - -  l) = {z~/ (q ,  q') [z ~- ZoV for some veX(h ,  q')} 
= {z [ z ~ zov and XZoVy ~ R(z]o) for some v ~ Z'(k, q')} 
= Ro(V0 u . . .  v Ro(v~). 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.5. (1)For any q, q' ~ Q, if q +-~ q', then h(~(q, q)) ---- h(d(q, q')) = 
h(d(q',  q)) = h(d(q',  q')). 
(2) h(R) ~ h(R[d])  - max{h(d(q, q')) p q, q '~ Q} = max{h(d(q, q')) I q, 
q' ~ Q and q +-+ q'} ~- max{h(d(q, q))[ q ~ Q). 
Proof. (1) is immediate from Lemma 4.4. (2) Put B = max{h(d(q, q')) [ q, 
q' ~ Q}, S --  max{h(d(q, q')) [ q, q' ~ Q and q ~ q'}, and L ---- max{h(d(q, 
q)) [ q ~ Q). Clearly L ~ S ~ B. From (1), L ---- S. We shall prove that (a) 
B ~ S, (b) h(R), h(R[z~/]) ~ B, and (c) L ~ h(R), h(R[d]) .  For any q, q' ~ Q, 
we can obtain a regular expression representing d(q,  q') from the set of regular 
expressions, {w ~ 27* I {(w) ~ #Q)  v {E I ] E ] = ~¢(qo , ql) for some qo, 
ql ~ Q with qo ~-~ ql), by concatenation and union. Thus B ~ S. Similarly h(R), 
h(R[s/]) ~ B. By Lemma 4.4, L ~ h(R), h(R[d]) .  This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.1. (1) h(R) -~ max{h(R[S~]) I S P is a section of d}.  (2) I f  
d is s.c., then h(R) ~- h(d(q, q)) for any q ~ 9. 
In Section 2, we define the set of problems T(d)  on the reduced automaton s /  
in connection with the problem of determining h(R(d)) .  When ~'  is reset, 
we define the set of problems on R[~¢] as in the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.2. T(R) is the set of problems on R, {R o / Ro is regular and 
R o _C X*\R/Z'*}. For each R o ~ T(R), define the solution rm(Ro) by 
rm(Ro) ~ min{r(~¢o) [ d o is an automaton, and R o C R[~¢o] _C Z'*\R/27*}. 
We say an automaton d o is (1) a candidate, and (2) a proper candidate for 
R o ~ T(R) if (1) R o _C R[~¢o] _C Z*\R/Z*, and (2) R o C R[do] C Z*\R/Z'*, and 
r(do) = r~(Ro) , respectively. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. h(R) = r~(R). 
Proof. Let ~o be an automaton such that R(~o) = R, and r(~o) = h(R). 
Then ~o is a candidate for Ro, and rm(R) <~ r(~o) : h(R). Conversely let ~o 
be a proper candidate for R o . Then h(R) : h(Z*\R/Z*) = h(Z*\R(~o)/Z*) <~ 
h(R(~¢o)) ~< r(~o) : r~(S¢'o) by Lemma 4.5, and Theorem 2.1. 







For any Ro , R~ , Rz ~ T(R), 
i f  R o C X*\R~/2*, then ,%(Ro) ~ rm(R~); 
r,~(R o [.) R~) = max{r,~(Ro), r~(R~)}; 
if R o C R~ " R~ , then r,~(Ro) ~ max(rm(R~), rm(Re)}; 
i f  Ro = RIR2 , then rm(Ro) = max{r,~(R1), r ~(Rz)}; 
for any i, j >~ O, and R' o , R'~ C Z*, r~,(Ro) = r~(Zi\Ro/Z~), r~(R0) >~ 
r~(Ro\Ro/R'l), and if  R' o is finite, then r~(Ro) = r,~(R o w R'o). 
Proof. (1) and (2) are clear. (3) Let d 1 --  {27, Q1, ]1//1} and d 2 - -  (27, Q2, 
Me} be proper candidates for R 1 and R 2 , respectively. Consider any w ~ R o . 
Let w = wlw 2 , w 1 ~ R 1 and w 2 ~ R e . I f  t~(wi) < 2k, put Hi ~ {w~} for i = l, 2. 
If ~(w~) ~ 2k, put H, = v-  R((Z,  Q~, Mi ,  S~,F ;})"  v', where w~ = vxv', 
v, v' e X 7~, x E Z*, S~ = {q e Q~ ] q ~ Mi(Qi ,  v)}, andF~ = {q ~ Qi 1 Mi(q, v') :/= 
¢} for i = 1, 2. Now put Ro(W) = H 1 . H2. It is easy to see that w eRo(w), 
Ro(w ) C Z*\R/X*, and r~(Ro(w)) ~ max{r~(R~), r~(Re)}. Consider the set, 
B = {Ro(w ) I w e R0}. Since 272k is finite, B is finite, and R o = Rol W Ro2 w -'- 
w R0,~, where B = {Rol, Roz ,..., Ro~ }. Thus r~(Ro) ~ max{r,~(R1), r ,,(R2) }. 
(4) We note that R1, R e C Z*\Ro/Z*. By (1), rm(Ro) ~ max{r~(R~), r,~(R2) }. 
The converse inequality follows from (3). (5) The last two statements and 
r~(Ro) ~ r~(Zi\Ro/X j) are clear. We shall prove that r~(Ro) ~ r~(ZilRo/ZJ). 
Let ~ be a proper candidate for Zi\Ro/2 ~. Let {(% w, x, y) i v ~ Li(Ro) , 
vw ~Li+~(Ro) , xy ~ Rj+k(Ro) , and y ~ Rj(Ro)} = {(v 1 , w x , x~ , Yl),-.., (%,  w~, 
x , ,  y,)}. Then R o -- Z( i  + j + 2k -- 1) _C %w,(w~\R[~]/x~) x,yx W .." W 
.v,w,(w,\R[~C~]/x,) ny ,  C_ 2*\R/Z*.  Thus r,,,(Ro) ~ ,%(R[~]) = r,,(X~\Ro/ZJ), 
completing the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. For any Ro~ T(R), rm(Ro) ~- max{r,,(R[SP]) ] J is a 
section of d[Ro]  }. 
Proposition 4.6 follows from Lemma 4.6 immediately. 
In the sequel, we obtain an algorithm for determining r,~(Ro) for all R o ~ T(R). 
Let R o ~ T(R). By Proposition 4.6, we may assume ~'[Ro] is s.c. Let ~¢o = 
d[Ro]  = (Z, Qo, 21//o}. For t C Q, define Z'zk(t) = {vw [ v, w e Xk, M(Q, v) n 
t • ¢, and qa ¢ 21lid( t, w)}, L(t, t) ~- root(d(t, t)), and R(xd'o, t) = R[do] n 
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L(t, t). We say that t _C Q is a possible rank center of ~o if R[~o]_C 
Z*\R(~o, t)*/Z*. Let p.c. (~o) be the set of possible rank centers of ~o-  
LEMMA 4.7. For any t C Q, x, z e Z ~, and y, y' e X*, if xyy'z eL(t, t), then 
~y ¢ ~¢(Q, t, U) or y'~ ¢ ~¢(t, 9). 
Proof. Assume that xyy' z eL(t, t ), xy e ~¢ (Q , t, 0), andy'z e ~¢(t, Q). Then 
Ma(t, xy) C t, and Ma(t , y't) ~ Ma(t, xyy'z) C_ t, which is a contradiction to 
xyy'z eL(t, t). 
LEMMA 4.8. For any t C_ Q, if t6p.e. (do), then r~(R o) = r~(R[d0] -  
X*Z~k(t)Z*). 
Proof. Assume t ~p.c. (~¢0). One can see that r~(Ro)= r~(R[~¢o]) /> 
r~(R[~¢o] --  X*Zek(t)Z *) by Lemma 4.6.(1). Then it will suffice to show that 
R[~¢o]-  Z(2k) C-R[do]-  Z*Z27'(t) Z*. Assume that for some wE Y,'*Y:~, 
w e R[Jo] t~ Z*X~(t)Z *. Let w = XoYoy~Xl, Xo, xa e Z*, Yo, Yl e Z ~, and 
YoYl e X~k(t). Consider any z e R[~¢o]. Since ~¢o is s.c., xoyoylxlvzv'xoYo e R[z¢o] 
for some v, v' e 27*. Then Me(t, y~x~vzv'xoYo) = Me(t, Yo) C t. Let 
ylxlvzV' XoYo = v~ "" v,~ ,
and v~ eL(t, t) for i --~ 1,..., m. Then zeZ* \R(~¢ o , t)*/Z*. This is a contra- 
diction to t¢  p.c. (~¢o). Hence R[~¢o]-  2(2k)_c R[~]-  z*2'~(t)z*, com- 
pleting the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let R o e T(R), r~(Ro) > O, and ~[Ro] = ~¢o be s.c. Then 
r~(Ro) = min(r~(R(do, t)) ] t e p.c. (.~o)) -/ 1. 
Proof. It is easy to see that for each t e p.c. (~o), rm(Ro) ~ rm(R(do, t)) -~- 1. 
Conversely let ~¢1 = <27, Q~, M1) be a proper candidate for R o . Let qo e Q1 
be a rank center of ~ .  Put t = {qe O I for some v eZ  1~, qo eMl(Qj  , v) and 
{q) ~- M(Q, v)}. By Lemma 4.7, one can see that Z~\R(~o, t)/Z ~ C R[~¢1 -- [qo]]. 
Thus r~(Ro) ~ r (~)  ~ r(~¢~ -- [qo]) + 1 /> r~(R(do, t)) + 1. Now it is left 
to show that t e p.c. (do). Assume that t 6 p.c. (~¢o)- One ca see that Z~\(R[~o] --  
Z*Z~(t)Z*)/2~ C_R[~'~ -- [qo]]. Then r (~)  ~-~ r(~¢l --  [qo]) + 1 /> rm(R[~¢o] -- 
Z*Z2~(t)Z *) + 1 by Lemma 4.6.(1), which is a contradiction to Lemma 4.8. 
This completes the proof. 
Proposition 4.7 can be restated as follows. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let R o e T(R), r~(Ro) > O, and ~[Ro] = do be s.c. Then 
rm(Ro) = min{r~(R[~¢o] --  Z*Z2~(t)Z *) ] t C Q} + 1. 
Proof. By the above proof, we can see that rm(Ro) ~ rm(R[~¢o] --  
X*X2k(t)Z *) + 1 for some t C Q. By Lemma 4.8 and the proposition, it will 
suffice to show that for any t e p.c. (~¢o), R[~¢o] --  Z*Z~e(t) Z* D R(do, t). By 
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Lernma 4.7, we can see that for each x ~ R(.~0, t), x ~ Z*Z~(t )Z  *. This 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let R o ~ T(R), and d[R0] .... ,-~'o be s.c. I f  there exist Z1, 
Z~ ~ X, and R1, R 2 ~ R[~Jo] such that Z t n Z 2 = ¢, R 1 ~ X* ,  R 2 C Z2, and 
Z~Z~ (3 X*\R/X* : ~, then r~(Ro) ~ min{r~(R1), r~(R~)} + 1. 
Pro@ By Corollary 4.2, it will suffice to show that for any t _C Q, r~(R[.J0] -- 
Z*Z2k(t)Z *) ~ min(r~(R~), r~(R~)}. Let t C Q. If (Z*\R~/Z*) n Z~(t), 
(Z*\R~/Z*) t~ Z~(f)  @ ¢, then X~Z ½ (3 Z*\R/Z* ¢ ¢, a contradiction. Thus 
(Z*\R1/2*) r3 Z~(t)  -= ¢ or (Z*\R~/Z*) (3 Z~(t)  -- ¢. Then R~ C R[~]  --  
Z*XZ~(t)Z *, or R~ C Rip'o] --  Z*X~(t)Z*,  and the result follows. 
Propositions 4.4 ~-~ 4.7 provide the following algorkhm for determining the 
star height of reset events. 
ALGORITHM 4.1. Let R ~ X* be k-reset, k ~ 1, and ~ the reduced automaton 
accepting R as above. Determine r (~)  by definition, and determbm rm(R) by the 
procedure below with ro(R ) ..... r (d) .  Put h(R) .... r,n(R ). 
Procedure. Let R o ~ T(R) with ro(Ro) given. 
Step t. I f  R o is finite, or ro(Ro) = O, then put r~o,(Ro) = O. Otherwise proceed 
to Step 2. 
Step 2. Let {5 ¢ I 5P is a nontrivial section of ,J[Ro] } := (cJ t ,..., 5~m). For 
each i = 1,..., m, and t ~ p.c. ( ~) ,  apply Procedure to R(~ , t) with ro( R(oCf i , t ) ) = 
ro(Ro) -- 1 to determine r,~(R(o~, t)). 
Step 3. Determine r~n(Ro) by the following two equations: 
(1) r~(Ro) = max(r~(R(~))  l i = 1,..., m); 
(2) for eachi =: 1,..., m, rm(R(,Cf~)) = min{r,,~(R(o~, t)) [ t ~.p.c. (o~)} + t. 
Remark 4.2. Eggan (1963) presented the following class of regular events 
of arbitrary star height inductively. Let ai ~ Z, i == 1, 2, 3,.... 
(I) E 1 = al ,  E~ = (afa*~az), F1 = a2, andF2 = (a*4a~a6). 
(2) E~ = (E*k_zF*k_aae~_~), and F~, is obtained from E~ by adding 2 z~ -- 1 
to the subscripts of all a~. 
Then h(t E* I) --- k. 
One can alternatively prove that h(] E~* 1) == k as follows. One can see that 
[ E~ ! is i-reset by noting for each a ~ Z, a appears at most once in the expression 
Elc. By Proposition 4.4, it will suffice to show that for each I Ei* ], i ~< k, 
r~( 1 E~ I) : i. Clearly r,,(l E~ I) ~ i. Conversely note that for all w ~ I Ei* l, 
I E* I = w\l El* 1- Thus z~¢[I E~* I] is s.c. One can prove that r,,(l E~* 1) = i 
by induction on i, using Lemma 4.6 and Corollary 4.3. 
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In the rest of the paper we shall present an alternative algorithm for deter- 
mining the star height of 1-reset events. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let d o ~--(2J, Qo, Mo) be an automaton. 
(1) E(do)is the set of edges indo ,  that is, E(~o) = {(q, a, q') iq, q' ~Qo, 
a ~ Z' k3 {A}, q' ~ Mo(q, a), and if a = Z, then q ~ q'}; 
(2) Any E o C E(do) is an "admissible" set of edges in ~o if for some 
Qa c Qo, Eo - {(q, a, q') [ q e Q~, a e ~' k) {A}, q' ~ Mo(q, a), and qa ¢ M%(Q~, a)}; 
(3) a.e. (~o) is the set of admissible sets of edges in ~o; 
(4) For any Eo e E(~o), do -- Eo is a subautomaton of do ,  (27, Qo, M~), 
such that for all q, q' e Qo, and a ~ 27 k) {A}, q' ~ Ma(q, a) iff q' ~ Mo(q, a), and 
(q, a, q') 6 Eo. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let d o --  (27, Qo, Mo) be an automaton. 
(1) For any subautomaton sZ a = (27, Q1,3//1) of do ,  the edge rank 
e(~¢1,5a¢o) of ~/1 w.r.t, do is defined inductively as follows: 
(1.1) I f  all sections of ~ are trivial, then e(zJ1, do) = 0; 
(1.2) I f  ~ has a nontrivial section, then e(d l ,  do) = max{min e(5 p - -  
E o t3 E(SP), ~o) [Eo ~ a.e.(do)} ] 5P is a section of ~} + 1. 
(2) The edge rank e(do) of d o is defined by 
e(do) = e(do, do). 
LEMMA 4.9. For any automaton do,  and a subautomaton ~a of ~to , e (~ , do) 
= max{e(5 p,do) [ 5 p is a section of all}, and e(~o) <~ r(do). 
ALGORITHM 4.2. Let R C_ Z* be 1-reset. Then h(R) • e(d[R]). 
Proof. Let d [R]  = (Z', Q, M, {o}, F) .  We define the set of problems on d ,  
To(d), as follows: To(d) ~- {do ] do is a subautomaton f d ,  and Q(do) ~ Q}. 
For each d o ~ To(s#'), r~(R[~o] ) is defined as above. By Proposition 4.4, it will 
suffice to show that for each d o ~ To(d), r,,,(R[~o] ) = e(~o, d ) .  Let ~o - 
(Z, Q, Mo). The proof is by induction on #E(do) .  If #E(do)= 0, then 
e (~ o , d )  = r~n(R[do]) = 0. Let #E(do)  > 0. By Proposition 4.6 and Lem- 
ma 4.9, we may assume that d o is s.c. By Corollary 4.2, and definition of e(do, d ) ,  
it will suffice to show that for each t C Q, r~(R[do] --  Z*272(t)Z *) _ e (d  o --  Eo, 
d) ,  where E o = {(q, a, q') I q ~ t, a ~ 27, q' ~ M(q, a), and qa (# iYIa(t, a)} n E(~o). 
We may assume that R[do] va R[do] -  X*272(t)X *. We show" that R[~o) -  
27*272(t)27 * = R[~ o --  Eo]. Let w ~ R[~¢ o --  Eo], and assume that w 6 R[do] - -  
X*27e(t)X *. Since w ~ R[do], it follows that w ~ 2*22~(t)2J *. Then for some 
v 1 , v 2 ~ 27*, and a, b ~ X, ab ~ 272(t), and w = vlabv.2. By definition of 272(t), for 
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some q, q" E O, and q' e t, M(q, a) = q', M(q',  b) = q', and qa 6 Ma(t, b). Then 
(q', b, q") a Eo,  and w ~ R id  o - -  Eo], which is a contradiction. Thus R id  o - -  Eo] 
_C R[do]  - -  22*2J2(t)22 *. Similarly R[do] - -  Z'*2J2(t)2J * _C R[d  o - -  Eo]. By the in- 
ductive hypothesis, e(.sd o --  Eo, xJ) ~ r~(R[d  o --  Eo] ) = rm(R[sdo] -- Z*X~(t)z~*). 
This  completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.4. I f  for any t e {t' _C ~ ] #t '  = 2}, the set {(q, a, q') [ q ~ t, 
a ~ 27, q' = M(q, a) and qa ~ Ma(t, a)} is empty, then h(R) = r(zd). 
j ~{0, 
graph 
EXAMPLE 4.1. There exists a 1-reset automaton -~¢ such that e (d)  < r (d ) .  
Let  d = (Z ,  O, M) ,  22 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, Q = {q0, q l ,  q2, qa, q~, qs}, and 
for all qi ,  qJ ~ Q, and k ~ Z, qj ~ M(q i ,  h) i f f j  z h, and one of the following 
holds: (1) i, j ~ {0, 1,2}, (2) i ~ {0, 1, 2}, j E {3, 4, 5}, and j  = i q- 3, (3) i ~ {3, 4, 5}, 
1, 2}, and i = j -q -  3, or (4) i , j~{3,  4, 5}, and i --=j + 1 (mod 3). (As a 
representation, ~ consists of two main circles, the inner circle containing 
q0, q l ,  q2, and the outer circle containing qa, q~, q5, and the set of edges 
defined as above). 
One can see with some efforts that r (d )  = 4, and e (~)  = e(zZ, d - -  E0) + 1 
=3,  where E 0={(q ,a ,q ' ) lq~{%,q l ,q~},  a~Z,  q' M(q,a) ,  and qaql 
Ma({qo, qx , q2}, a)}. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. There  exists a star event R such that h(R) = h(root(R)). 
Let  ~4 be as in Example 4.1. Let  R = .sd(qo, %). Then h(R) = e(dd) = 3. 
Moreover  one can see that h(root(R)) = h(R[d  --  [%]]) = e(sZ - -  [%]) = 3. 
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